Abstract
This paper describes follow-on studies focusing on how gender and grouping affects performance and attitudes of children playing a puzzle solving game called The Incredible Machine (TIM). We found that children playing together on one machine solved significantly more puzzles than children playing alone on one machine. Female/Female pairs playing together on one machine, on average, completed significantly more puzzles than Female/Female pairs playing side-by-side on two computers. In addition, the level of motivation to continue playing the game was affected by the opportunity to play with a partner, and success in the game.
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1. Introduction
Children naturally tend to gather in groups around computers and video games. This is obvious to the casual observer of arcades, living rooms, and classrooms, but was also overwhelmingly evident during a research study of children playing electronic games conducted at an interactive science museum, Science World, in 1993. This paper describes follow-on studies focusing on how children playing a puzzle solving game called The Incredible Machine (TIM). We found that children playing together on one machine solved significantly more puzzles than children playing alone on one machine. Female/Female pairs playing together on one machine, on average, completed significantly more puzzles than Female/Female pairs playing side-by-side on two computers. In addition, the level of motivation to continue playing the game was affected by the opportunity to play with a partner, and success in the game.

The Science World 1993 study was the first research undertaken by the Electronic Games for Education in Math and Science (E-GEMS) group. E-GEMS is an ongoing collaborative effort among scientists, mathematicians, educators, professional game developers, classroom teachers, and children. The goal of E-GEMS is to motivate children to learn and explore mathematical and scientific concepts through the use of electronic games. E-GEMS research includes focused studies on specific issues [7], long term qualitative investigations [10], development and evaluation of prototypes, and design of commercial products [3].

Science World is an interactive science museum where children and adults explore scientific concepts through a variety of hands-on activities. In July 1993 E-GEMS researchers set up an exhibit called the Electronic Games Research Lab to observe children as they interacted with video games and computer games. During the two months of this exhibit, over ten thousand children spent time in the exhibit and several hundred children were interviewed by researchers. Two strong themes that emerged from our observations at the exhibit were the popularity of collaborative play and differences in gender preferences and playing styles. Gender differences are reported in detail in [6, 11]. This paper presents the outcomes of a two-phase further investigation of collaborative play conducted in a school classroom in January 1994 and at Science World in the summer of 1994.

Many researchers have noted positive benefits from small group interactions around computers in the
classroom [4, 12, 16]. Such studies include comparisons between individual, cooperative, and competitive groupings [9, 1, 2, 15]. In our study we chose to focus on the playing configuration rather than explicitly forcing children into competitive or collaborative playing modes. Children were placed in one of three physical set-ups:

Solo Play: one child played alone at one machine
Parallel Play: two children played side-by-side at two machines
Integrated Play: two children played together at a single machine

The game chosen, The Incredible Machine (TIM), is a problem solving game in which players assemble Rube Goldberg style machines out of a collection of parts to solve challenges posed by the game. During the Science World 1993 study, researchers frequently observed collaboration on TIM by groups of children, including groups of children who had never previously met.

TIM involves solving a series of puzzles featuring a wide variety of parts used to construct machines to solve particular challenges. Typical challenges include building a machine to shoot a basketball into a hoop and trapping Mort the Mouse in his cage. The parts include many used in everyday life (e.g. gears, pulleys, ropes, ramps and levers) along with a host of characters and entertaining objects (e.g. cats, mice, balloons, various types of balls, scissors, and trampolines).

In order to start solving puzzles in TIM, a puzzle is selected through the control panel. The puzzle screen contains three main areas: the playing area, a parts bin, and a start machine icon. In order to solve the puzzles, pieces must be selected from the parts bin and placed onto the playing area. Some pieces such as ropes or elastics must be connected to other parts such as conveyor belts, motors, and balloons. The player can try out the machine at any point and continue to modify it until the specified goal is achieved. The completed machine for the first puzzle is shown in Figure 11. Many of the puzzles have more than one correct solution.

At Science World 1993, many groups of children played TIM for extended periods of time. Some groups passed control of the mouse back and forth while other groups had one person perform the group's suggestions. Often, the children in the group were active participants in terms of sharing ideas and directing actions within the game. The children who played TIM in groups appeared to play for longer periods of time and were better able to solve puzzles. These observations led us to hypothesize that children playing TIM in pairs would, on average, complete more puzzles during a fixed period of time, and would choose to play longer.

2. TIM Study

2.1. Phase I: Kerrisdale School
The first phase of the TIM study was conducted at Kerrisdale Elementary School, a public elementary school in an upper-middle class neighborhood of

---

\[1\] When the machine is started, the bowling ball on the far left of the screen will drop onto the far left mouse cage. This will cause the mouse to run, turning its wheel, causing the far left conveyor belt to turn. The bowling ball on the far left conveyor belt will then roll onto the next mouse cage, causing this mouse to run. This process repeats until the top conveyor belt is moving, and the basketball rolls down through the hoop structure.
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. The participants were 104 children (52 girls and 52 boys) between the ages of 9 and 12 who had not previously played TIM. Students were arbitrarily placed into one of the three experimental conditions described above, namely Solo Play, Parallel Play and Integrated Play. For the two-player conditions, the students were randomly assigned a partner corresponding to a particular sex-dyad. The gender groupings were: Female/Female, Male/Male, and Female/Male.

The setting was an empty classroom equipped with either one or two IBM-compatible computers, depending on the experimental condition. The total length of each session within the study was forty minutes. On entry to the room, the children were welcomed and given a brief introduction to the project and the environment. Next, the children were asked to try to complete the first three puzzles in the game and told that they were allowed to play for as long as they desired up to a maximum of thirty minutes. The children were given no directions on how to play to game; however, the game manual was placed on the table beside the computer and the children were told that it contained information about the game and that they could look at it if they wished. They were encouraged to try to work out any problems they might have amongs themselves. The children were also told that when they finished playing, they could come into another section of the room for a snack. The snack consisted of healthy foods (raisins, cheese and crackers, granola bars, etc.) and a drink of either milk or juice. Once in the snack room, the children completed a questionnaire and engaged in casual discussion until their forty minutes of research time was completed. Following this, the children returned to their classes.

The factors investigated in this study were achievement in the game, measured by the total number of puzzles completed by each student, and motivation to play the game, measured by whether or not the children played the game for the full thirty minute period allowed. Qualitative observations were also gathered concerning the cooperative play of the children and the group dynamics for the Parallel Play and Integrated Play conditions.

Table 1 and Figure 2(a) show the mean number of puzzles the children completed during each of the experimental conditions. Both females and males solved more puzzles in the Integrated Play condition than in the Solo Play condition, although the difference was not significant due to the small sample size.

The result for the Parallel Play condition was dependent on gender. Girls solved, on average, fewer puzzles in the Parallel Play condition than in the Solo condition. In addition, girls in the Integrated Play condition solved significantly more puzzles than girls in the Parallel Play condition, with $p<??$. Conversely, boys on average solved more puzzles in the Parallel Play condition than in the Solo Play condition and the Parallel Play results were similar to the results for the Integrated Play condition. Other than the Parallel Play condition, both girls and boys had similar results for the Solo Play and Integrated Play conditions.

These results indicate that children's success when playing with a partner may depend on whether girls or boys are playing and on their playing configuration. This supports other findings that girls and boys react differently to computers [wilder85,hall91]. We did not observe any effect on motivation since only five children left before the thirty minute session was over.

**Phase II: Science World, 1994**

Because of the intriguing differences observed in Phase I for achievement by girls in the Parallel Play and Integrated Play conditions, we decided to repeat the study with a larger sample size at Science World during the summer of 1994.

This phase of the research project used 331 children (247 girls and 84 boys) between the ages of 9 and 13; the disproportionate number of girls was deliberate because of the wide variation in results for girls observed during the first phase. The children who participated were visitors to Science World who volunteered to take part in the study. As before, none of the subjects had previously played the computer game TIM. Students were randomly chosen to play either alone or with a partner in one of the three experimental conditions. This time partners were chosen corresponding to one of two sex dyads: (a) Female/Female or (b) Male/Male. No mixed gender pairs were used.
The Research Lab at Science World contained four Macintosh LCIII computers set up so that four sessions could run simultaneously. The procedure for running each session was identical to that in Phase I, except that no snacks or questionnaires were involved. When the children finished playing, they left the exhibit and continued exploring Science World. The factors measured for this study were the same as in Phase I, namely achievement and motivation.

The average number of puzzles solved in each of the experimental conditions in Phase II are shown in Figure 6. These results support previous work in [8,2,14] demonstrating the advantages of small groups sharing a single computer. This seems especially true for girls, given that girls playing side-by-side on two machine solved significantly fewer puzzles than girls playing together on one machine.

The increased number of puzzles solved in the Integrated conditions for both girls and boys could be attributed to the necessary interaction that occurs while working together on one machine. This resulted in more verbal interaction in the Integrated Play condition than in the Parallel Play condition. This observation of increased verbal interaction during collaborative work on one machine is supported by another study [13] in which children playing together on one machine had more verbal interactions than children playing side-by-side on two machines. Elaboration, the discussion of and expanding on ideas, is recognized by many researchers as one of the underlying cognitive explanations of the benefits of cooperative learning [12].

Gender differences in achievement were significant in Phase II in contrast to Phase I. Girls solved significantly fewer puzzles in all conditions than boys, with p < .001. This result could be explained by many factors including differences in the environment, the selection process, and the type of platform and interaction style used. Phase I took place in an empty room in a school, during school hours. Phase II was in a science museum with many people wandering around the exhibit throughout the session. In addition, Phase II took place during summer break, leading to differences in the selection process. In Phase I almost all the children in eligible classes chose to participate since it was viewed as a desirable break from their regular school day. At Science World the children who took part gave up time that they could have spent at other highly attractive exhibits. The interface used in TIM also differed slightly between the phases because of the use of different computer platforms. The IBM-compatible implementation of TIM uses a point-and-click style of interface whereas the Macintosh implementation in Phase II uses a drag-and-drop style. A subsequent study of girls using both these interfaces showed a slight difference in the average number of puzzles solved [5]. In this study girls using the point-and-click interface on the IBM-compatible computer solved more puzzles than girls using the drag-and-drop interface on the Macintosh computer.

Phase II also demonstrated that playing configuration has a significant effect on motivation as measured by the number of children who stayed and played for the full thirty minute session. The percentage of children who left early are shown in Table 1. All but one of the departures occurred more than five minutes before the end of the thirty minute playing period. A higher percentage of children left during the Solo Play condition than for the Parallel and Integrated Play condition. In addition, fewer girls left during the Integrated Play condition than in the Parallel Play condition. This result might be explained by two factors: success in the game and whether or not the child played with a partner. Success in the game seemed critical since of the 54 children who left early, all but three left before solving any puzzles. Of these three, two girls in the parallel play condition left after solving one puzzle; One child in the Solo Play condition left with one minute remaining because she had solved all three puzzles she was asked to solve. The presence of a partner may also have contributed to staying for the full thirty minute session, since a similar percentage of girls in the Solo Play and
Parallel Play conditions could not solve any puzzles, 58% and 58.7% respectively, but a higher percentage of girls in the Solo Play condition left early.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Solo Play</th>
<th>Parallel Play</th>
<th>Integrated Play</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Girls</td>
<td>21.3%</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>15.2%</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Conclusions and Future Work
This study provides a basis for several directions of future research. Although much has been done in the area of computer-supported cooperative learning, further examination of the effect of technology is needed.

Previous literature of cooperative learning on computer tasks emphasizes how the teacher can structure cooperative tasks and group compositions to maximize academic and social benefits using existing technology. It is important to investigate whether some of the benefits of cooperative learning may be enhanced by changes in the computer hardware, the software, or the choice of user interfaces. Especially intriguing is the opportunity to adapt Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) inspired multi-person interfaces to educational software. There is also a need for further research in multi-input systems and other shared-screen issues.

Although students in this study enjoyed to work with friends, they sometimes found it difficult to share the input device. Figure 5 shows two girls struggling for control over the mouse. In a later study, the addition of a second mouse to TIM was shown to have a positive effect on achievement for children collaborating on one machine [7]. A system that allows children to work together as well as maintaining the ability for individual exploration may be an important advance in cooperative learning with computers.

The results of this study suggest that grouping children around one computer does not negatively affect performance and in the case of Female/Female groupings, it can have a positive effect. This, combined with the extensively researched social benefits of cooperative learning, demonstrate a need to continue research and development in this direction.
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